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here is something about photos featuring reflections that draws us in and is deeply calming.
The water, totally still, produces mirror-like images so it encourages us to be still too.
The world has recently had a great deal of time for reflection as we've stayed at home and
engaged in a life that is completely different from the one we were used to. Holiday plans cancelled,
events we were looking forward to gone in an instant, birthdays celebrated without family or
friends. We've been able to stay safe by limiting our outer lives and concentrating our efforts and
interests in a smaller space, mentally and physically. For some that space may have been very
small indeed, a flat with just a balcony perhaps, and so
IN THIS EDITION
activities to pass the time and stop any worrying
thoughts have become very important.
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had a different meaning P6 ● Before
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in your photos and stories, even when life gets nearer to
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Your pictures normality and I hope those of you who've discovered
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new interests will continue to enjoy them.
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I

t is with some sadness that I
have decided to step down from
supervising my two Phase 4
classes in Ascot. The venue
precautions that are required in
view of COVID-19 have been
pivotal in my decision but since
I'm now in my 70s some would
say it was overdue anyway.
I would like to express my
gratitude firstly to all my
wonderful class members now
and over the past 25+ years who
have been my inspiration and my
friends, I will miss you all.
Secondly I would like to thank
THROB for always supporting the
work of Phase 4 in so many
different
ways,
not
just
financially. Lastly I would like to
thank Winkfield Parish Council
for hosting my classes at
Carnation Hall for the last twenty
years - it’s been a terrific venue. I
trust that Phase 4 classes will
continue to thrive in a post
COVID future and wish everyone
all the best of luck.

T

his is now the second issue
during a pandemic that has altered our
lives considerably but as we ease
lockdown we face different challenges.
The vast majority of those under 40 are at low risk of
death from COVID-19 itself but at high risk of economic
loss from lockdown. Unsurprisingly, many of them are
keen to get everything going again. Those over 70 are at
highest risk from the virus but in general at a lower risk
from the negative economic effects. This produces a
tension that is rarely mentioned in the news. The
“economy” is more than just a word, it is people’s lives in
the foreseeable future and our children and
grandchildren will be hit hardest from the predicted
inevitable recession. I suspect that most of us who have
been keeping very much to the “stay at home” message
will continue to do so for quite some time, and in that
respect we (the retired) are lucky because we have that
option - others may not. Unfortunately, once
international disasters no longer make headlines, there
are always “hidden deaths” caused by broken lives and
despair. We ARE all in this together but often coming at
it from opposite perspectives so it is not surprising that
our “safety priorities” will differ as we emerge from
lockdown.

leseveric@gmail.com

Y

ou can’t lose a homing pigeon. If your homing pigeon doesn’t come back,
then what you’ve lost is a pigeon. Sara Pascoe
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ell's Palsy is not a common condition,
but when it occurs it can be alarming, not least
because it can easily resemble the early stages
of a stroke. This is exactly what happened to
THROB member Derek Drew when his wife,
Joanne, noticed, late one evening, that one side
of his mouth appeared to be drooping - a classic
sign of stroke. Derek and Joanne, sensibly,
went through the recommended stroke
identification protocol that we have previously
outlined in this magazine - FAST:
Face - Has it fallen on one side?
Arms - Can he raise them?
Speech - Is it slurred?
Time to call 999 if you notice these signs
However, Derek felt absolutely fine, he could
lift both arms easily, his speech was normal and
he wasn't disorientated in any
way, so they agreed to reassess
next morning. There was no
change next day and no
deterioration either but they felt
a call to the GP was in order. This
naturally led to an ambulance
being quickly summoned and a
trip to A&E. After numerous,
exhaustive tests, stroke was ruled out and
Bell's Palsy was diagnosed. So what is that?
Bell's Palsy is named after Scottish
anatomist Charles Bell who was the first to
describe this facial paralysis. Although

uncommon it occurs most often between ages
sixteen and sixty and is more common in those
with diabetes. It causes a temporary weakness
of muscles in the face that are controlled by the
7th cranial nerve which becomes inflamed and
swollen. The resulting compression affects the
muscles causing weakness and/or paralysis. In
most cases it is temporary lasting from days to
a few weeks. It sometimes develops two weeks
after another infection such as a cold, ear or eye
infection. In addition to drooping there might be
facial tics, dry eye and mouth, difficulty forming
some words, a headache and sensitivity to
sound but the drooping is the most obvious sign.
Some viruses and bacteria have also been
linked to the condition such as cold sores
(herpes), chickenpox, shingles, and Lyme
Disease which can reappear years after the
initial infection.
In mild cases no treatment is required and
the muscles regain strength fairly quickly. In
other cases anti-inflammatory medication or
steroid treatment may be offered.
Ibuprofen can help if there is
pain. Eye drops are also useful
and some people find facial
massage helpful. It is only in rare
cases that the changes Bell's
Palsy cause become permanent,
however, full recovery rates can
vary greatly and patience may be
needed. Derek reports that his symptoms are
subsiding and we wish him a full recovery.

People have been making self-portraits since long before the
mobile phone but whose are these?

Answers P6
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n graduating in Civil Engineering from
Leeds University in 1962 I joined Freeman, Fox
& Partners, one of the foremost firms of
Consulting Engineers in the UK. The firm was
started in 1857 by Sir Charles Fox who, as a
contractor, had built the Crystal Palace in 1851
but then decided that he would concentrate on
design rather than construction. The firm’s
subsequent history included many of the
world’s greatest bridges including the Sydney
Harbour, Victoria Falls, Bosporous, Forth,
Severn and Humber bridges.
On my first day at work I was informed that
I was to join the Auckland Harbour Bridge
design team and I thought that my bridge
aspirations had been realised. Imagine my
disappointment when all I was asked to do was
check the lamp post connections!
After a period in the London design office I
moved to Scotland to work on the Erskine
Bridge over the Clyde (Photo at top of page), a
high level bridge to allow major ships from the
Glasgow shipyards to pass underneath. I recall
the day that the QE2 first moved down-river,
passing the bridge while it was still under
construction. As it turned out, the QE2 was the
last major ship to be constructed on the upper
Clyde, so the bridge height was never really
needed. Each day I had to use the old ferry to
get to and from work and after a few weeks, as
a regular customer, I was invited to join a
‘financial club’ run by the ferry captain. This
entailed paying the normal 10p fare in the
morning and then handing in my morning ticket
plus 2p on the evening trip. That ticket would
then be given to a non regular in exchange for
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10p, which went in the ferry captain’s
retirement fund (plus my 2p), for when the
bridge opened and the ferry closed.
My next move was down the west coast of
England to Bristol to supervise construction of
the M5 Motorway and in particular the Wynhol
Viaduct, a split level structure on the slopes of
the Cleveden Hills. As the upper viaduct
construction progressed south the labour force
became aware that it was possible to see over
the
trees
into
the
grounds
of
the
euphemistically called Gordano Valley Sun
Club. Many ‘meetings’ were convened on the
upper deck and construction progress reduced!!
In 1975 I moved out to Malaysia as Project
Director for the design of the North-South

M5 - Wynhole Viaduct

Expressway (basically Malaysia’s M1 Motorway
from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore). For the next
eight years we determined the 200 km route
and prepared the designs of the highway and
the accompanying 120 bridges. Local objecting
landowners subdivided their plots among all
their different family members spread around
the world, so the land acquisition process
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became extremely complicated and lengthy.
In 1984 I became a partner in the firm, with
overall responsibility for all highway and
associated bridge projects in the UK and Asia.
This
saw
me
returning
to
Malaysia
intermittently, culminating in the design of a
new bridge between Malaysia and Singapore
and overseeing the construction stage of the
North-South Expressway. In addition, we were
appointed to supervise a major highway
improvement in India, south of Calcutta, on
which there were several long river bridges to
construct. I recall at one site the construction
was fully mechanised on one bank but on the
opposite bank the concrete was transported by
about fifty ladies in colourful saris, each with a
basket of wet concrete on their head.
Interestingly, the finished concrete from the
ladies’ side was superior!
My final project saw a return to the Bristol
area where the twenty-year-old Avonmouth
Bridge on the M5 was in need of attention due
to the increase in allowable lorry weights and
the overall increase in traffic volumes. So a
significant strengthening and widening contract
was initiated which required the motorway to

N

ot all bridges are built to Robin’s
standards. Tragically, the Morandi Bridge in
Genoa shows
what can happen when
things
go
wrong.
The
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remain open at all times. There were four
detection camera positions over the 1.5 mile
length for recording speeding motorists.
However, only two actual cameras were
available at any time and even the staff on site
never knew which positions had a camera in. A
three-year tender estimated at £50 million
turned into a five-year contract with a final cost
of £140 million and during construction four
men died when they fell 30 metres from a
temporary gantry. This project therefore
provided me with a very sobering swan-song.
Over forty years with the same firm I enjoyed
both the engineering challenges and the many
countries that my work took me to. It is very
rewarding to remember that on completion of a
bridge project the local community has usually
been provided with a facility that makes a
positive difference to their lifestyles.
Footnote: As a student I worked on the
Slough By-Pass (which was to become the M4)
construction in 1961 and mainly on the
Datchet Road Bridge. This bridge will be
demolished this year, as part of the Smart
Motorway work, having lasted sixty years of its
one hundred-year design life.

bridge collapsed in August 2018, during a
thunderstorm, killing forty-three people.
Remarkably, a replacement, designed by Renzo
Piano, has been completed already and is due
to open this month.
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On one night, the whole of a nearby road was
demolished, one bomb for each side of the
street. I remember seeing one wall with oddly
hanging fireplaces, torn wallpaper and some
pictures while everything else was rubble… a
terrible sight.
y family and I
It was at this point
lived in the basement
that
my
parents
flat of a large house in
decided to send my
North London when
younger brother Brian
war broke out in
and me to the safety of
1939. The flat was
the country and we
near West Hampstead
were evacuated to a
tube station and was
small village in South
parallel to a wide
Wales called Ffairfach
expanse of railway
where we stayed with
lines. I was five years
a Welsh relative of my
old when war was
mother. We felt lucky
declared and I don't
remember
much London’s tube stations became makeshift air-raid to be in a safe, warm,
shelters in World War II
loving
home,
the
happening at first,
but that all changed by the middle of 1940 downside being the toilet right at the end of the
when the blitz started. Windows were criss- garden!
On the home front, the German bombers did
crossed with brown-paper tape and large
blackout curtains were put up. When the sirens not manage to hit the local railways, but to be
sounded, we all went into a large cupboard fair neither did the ack-ack hit any German
under the stairs while the bombs fell and the bombers and today that would perhaps count
ack-ack fired. Often, the following morning, we as a no-score draw.
found shrapnel, which was then recycled.
After a few weeks the cupboard under the
Editor’s Note. For most of us, as time goes on,
stairs was abandoned and we went on the tube
to St. John's Wood and slept on the platform we forget whole swathes of our childhood. All
with many other families. Some time later a that remains in the memory are the big
large concrete shelter was built in the road significant events. For Tony it was the Blitz and
outside our flat. I remember that sleeping in the the Welsh countryside, but I wonder if the
shelter was unpleasant because it smelt of children who are small now will always
damp concrete and the noise of bombs going off remember the year they missed most of their
schooling due to a deadly virus?
outside was very loud.

M

Top Row L-R: Frida Kahlo; David
Bailey; Vincent van Gogh; Pablo
Picasso; Lucian Freud

D

uring lockdown our illustrious THROB
committee chairman Lynn Warner hasn't let the
grass grow under her feet - or even under her
tyres. She has returned, after forty years, to
being a Biker Girl. Broom-broom!
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Bottom Row L-R: Sir Stanley Spencer;
Rembrandt; Francis Bacon; William Hogarth;
Leni Riefenstahl
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Pioneers who paved the way to modern
medicine
MARY SEACOLE

W

e have recently
heard about the Black Lives
Matter (BLM) movement and
a
controversy
around
statues that has divided
opinion. However there is no
doubt that Mary Seacole,
who did similar work to
Florence Nightingale in the Crimean War, was
largely forgotten due to her ethnicity. Many do
know about her nowadays and it seems fitting
to tell her story in our series.
Mary was born in Jamaica in 1806 at a time
when most black people were forced to work as
slaves but, although Mary's mother was black,
her father was a Scottish army officer and so
Mary was born a 'free person' as were her
siblings.
Mary's mother was a much respected local
healer and taught Mary about traditional
Jamaican medicines. Mary then practiced the
skills on her dolls, dogs and cats and finally on
herself. By aged twelve she was working in her
mother’s boarding house tending sick and
injured soldiers.
At seventeen, Mary travelled to London alone
where she remained for two years staying with
English relatives. She experienced many racist
comments during that time and, sadly, was
known to declare that she was “only a little
brown”. Her travels continued for the next few
years taking her to Cuba, Haiti and the
Bahamas until she returned to Jamaica in 1826.
Mary married Edwin Seacole in 1836 but he
was delicate and became unwell. Mary nursed
him as best she could but he died in 1844.
By 1850 Mary was nursing victims of a
cholera epidemic in Kingston, Jamaica. It is
reported that she saved many lives by using the
following methods.
◊ Mustard emetics to make the patient
vomit
◊ Warm cloths to combat chills
◊ Mustard plasters on the stomach and
back

◊ Mercury chloride in doses, at first large
then reducing gradually
These seem strange 'remedies' to us
nowadays but seemingly they worked at least
some of the time.
Cholera was followed in 1851 by a Yellow
Fever epidemic and Mary was invited by the
medical authorities to supervise nursing
services at the British Army headquarters in
Kingston, Jamaica. These experiences would
later lead her to travel to the Crimea to help
soldiers during the war.
During the Crimean War (1853-1856) Britain
and France were fighting against the Russian
Empire and Mary had asked to be sent there
but the British War Office refused. Undaunted,
she funded her own travel to Crimea where she
established The British Hotel with Thomas Day,
a relative of her deceased husband. The Hotel
provided a place of safety and refuge for sick
and recovering soldiers and during this time
Mary was as well known in Britain as Florence
Nightingale. Mary's Hotel near Balaclava was in
fact much nearer to the battlefield and Mary
nursed injured soldiers so kindly they called
her “Mother Seacole”.
When war ended, Mary went back to Britain
but had very little money. Soldiers wrote to
newspapers praising what she had done and
the Times war correspondent wrote “I trust that
England will not forget one who nursed her
sick, who sought out her wounded to aid and
succour them, and who performed the last
offices for some of her illustrious dead.” As a
result, a fund-raising gala to help Mary was
held over four nights and over 80,000 people
attended.
Mary was then secure and able to write her
autobiography “The Wonderful Adventures of
Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands” which became a
best-seller.
After Mary died in 1881 she was lost from
British history for over a hundred years, but in
2004 a fund-raising campaign by MP Clive
Soley, resulted in plans for a statue of Mary.
This was finally made and unveiled in the
grounds of St Thomas's Hospital in 2016. Mary
Seacole remains a great role model for good
citizenship and nursing in general.
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